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Chapter 1 : Are you procrastinating? Or composting? | WritingCompanion
Most writers have struggled with getting the words on the page at some point. But writer's block is not a monolithic
disease with one cause and one cure. The term is often used as a catch-all for a number of issues which have different
causes and solutions. Some of the blocks are caused by fears, anxieties and your inner critic, as covered earlier, but
here are some more examples of when you might find writing grinding to a halt.

Kelly is a student and teacher, landscaper and writer. He currently lives in Edmonton, Alberta, Canadaâ€”and
dreams about islands. I wanted to explore the topic of procrastination and began writing this essayâ€”two
years ago. My name is Kelly, and I am a procrastinator. Seriously, on the topic of procrastination, I have been
looking for answers. I work part-time as a writer and always have several side-projects on the go as well:
Ignoring the varying degrees of enjoyment, not to mention financial gain, I derive from these projects, they
have one thing in common. When I work on them, I procrastinate. Which is a bad thing, right? Procrastination
on one project often means productivity on another. In other words, procrastination can be a tool for writers as
well as a detriment. Numerous definitions and explanations exist for both terms, but they never seem to
overlap. When I put off a piece of writing until tomorrow, is it procrastination? What if I leave the writing
until next week? Am I still procrastinating or is it worse in that I am blocked? When does one become the
other? This is splitting hairs, you might say. You might suggest the above scenario can be best described by
another term: Or perhaps one morphs into the other over time. Regardless, this is scary stuff, right? The two
worst nightmares of every serious writer joined in unholy matrimony? I propose that neither is as negative as
we are led to believe. They can be valuable; they can be used. Natalie Goldberg, in her excellent book Writing
Down the Bones, compares this creative process to composting: Our bodies are garbage heaps: But this does
not come all at once. It takes time p. The compost model clarifies the old adage that creativity is allowing
oneself to be emptied and then filled up again. Experience is being added to the compost bin, as Goldberg
suggests, and fertile soil will eventually result. I am not suggesting that as writers, we should simply sit by idly
and wait. A gardener does not expect the compost bin to do his or her job. The gardener has no choice. She
does not attempt to speed up the composting process. Soil cannot be rushed; seedlings will grow on their own.
Unfortunately, Lamott says, as writers we are taught to resist this way of thinking. We are working far too
hard if we expect to do the work of both the gardener and the garden. Perhaps with a more organic approach to
our writing, and to our creativity in general, we might be a little more forgiving. In Wild Mind, Goldberg sums
it up nicely: You are excited by it, even happy, but you are wise and step back. It is a walk full of your writing.
It is also full of the trees you pass, the river, the sky. You are letting writing work on you p. Is she describing
procrastination, or the active-passive relationship between gardener and compost? Like the gardener who does
not sit by and expect the compost to do his job, we also cannot be lazy. We need to work on our writing. The
gardener knows that the compost has work of its own. Do we give our writingâ€”as well as ourselvesâ€”this
much credit? Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within. Some Instructions on Writing and Life.
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Chapter 2 : 11 authors' strategies for overcoming writer's block
Writers are the masters of procrastination - it's far simpler to type a search term into Google than it is to write the first
line of a novel. Whether you're a full-time writer, a part-time scribbler, or a dreamer with ambitions to write, it's all too
easy to delay.

Today Dave describes for us how he managed to turn this negative experience into a positive, bringing hope
for us all! For me, being an indie author is the best job in the world: When being answerable to no one makes
it too easy not to write at all? When Life Gets in the Way of Writing I recently had a lengthier than usual
period where life got in the way of writing: I had a brilliant holiday, but had to clear a lot of stuff before I
went, and then had to catch up when I returned. I also have another job that is not routine, and which
demanded attention just after I got back from the States. But it eventually dawned on me that this was no
ordinary procrastination, nor was it a genuine case of being simply too busy with other stuff. Had I lost my
writing mojo? Had my muse deserted me? I present my detectives with a case to solve and let their
investigation unfold â€” and thus the story, and its themes, reveal themselves to me. But I can only do that by
being immersed in the story. And now that the challenge of diving back in seemed too big. Readers to the
Rescue What saved me? Above all, my readers. Because even an indie is answerable to someone. These lovely
people expect a book a year from me and would like more. I get emails, Facebook messages and people
coming up to me at events, asking when the next Archer and Baines will be out. Ditching the Pants Normally I
write my first draft from start to finish, never looking back until its done, knowing any flaws will be ironed out
in the editing. Now I had to give myself permission to break that rule, starting at page one, and working my
way back in. And you know what? That has saved me from carrying on digging in a hole it would have been a
lot more trouble to clamber out of at the end of the draft. But we can block ourselves and we need to work out
what is causing us to do that. We all get into a way of working that suits us best. Sometimes you have to be
prepared to break the mould to get back on track. We have a duty to our readers.
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Chapter 3 : Vivian Nesbitt: Writer's Block and Creative Blocks / calendrierdelascience.com
However, when the "block" is procrastination, experimenting with writing can lead to creative insights quicker than
waiting to feel inspired. Writing is normally more procedural than creative.

For deep rooted emotional blocks, many students set up private coaching sessions with me. In these sessions,
we use cutting-edge hypnotic techniques to get under the surface, uncover the subconscious roots of your
creative blocks, and eliminate them at the source. All writers write badly, all the time. Even the true greats
leave hundreds of discarded pages in their hard drives, never to see the light of day. Accepting that this is a
natural part of the process allows you to focus your energy where it belongs: She learned this technique from
someone who felt stuck in his music writing, and once he started thinking of writing this way it opened him up
to his own creativity. What is a stumbling block for one person may actually be just the key they need to feel
free for another. Jake says that when you give yourself permission to write badly, you are actually allowing
inspiration in. You will notice that your writing becomes more fun and exciting, freer, and fuller. Writing
ceases to be a chore, and begins to feel like an adventure. You actually want to write! But it is not during the
initial creation of your work. Remember, it is only by writing the bad stuff that you discover the good. We are
getting closer to the fr. Want to be invited? It will be given January Details will be emailed to you shortly if
you are on the invite list. There are two ways to be invited: Send a question to Audrey, the colored link, takes
you to her email address. Just write down your question and your name and email, and send it off.
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Chapter 4 : 6 ways to overcome procrastination and beat writers' block - Publishing Talk
Procrastination: as endemic to and dreaded by writers as writers' block. Before writing this piece, for instance, I did
laundry, took out the recycling, refilled the dog's water dish, and made a cappuccino with perfect foam.

Now, before you get upset and accuse me of blasphemy, let me explain. Take a walk outside: Removing
yourself from your writing environment shifts your mindset from that feeling of being stuck. Move your body,
breath the fresh air, meet up with a friend. You can vent your frustrations to them, or even bounce ideas off of
them. Or it could be just a fun chat with a friend to get your mind off your writing. This is such a simple
practice but probably the most powerful. Meditation clears your mind from all the clutter moving around in
there and allows you to go within. When you can sit quietly and focus on your breath, you clear space for
something new and creative. They know how to focus. They have a routine in place. They know their own
struggles and setbacks with their writing, and they know how to get unstuck when a block comes.
Procrastination is an evil gremlin if you let it be. YOU have the control. And the more you claim this, the
easier it gets to stop procrastinating and get focused. I hope this helps you on your writing journey. Honor the
struggle and embrace your writing journey. But most of all, have fun with it! Alysia Seymour is a writer and
self-published author of The Raven Dreams. She creates content to inspire people to wonder deeply and dream
greatly and how to bring dreams to reality. Erin shows overscheduled, overwhelmed women how to do less so
that they can achieve more. Traditional productivity booksâ€”written by menâ€”barely touch the tangle of
cultural pressures that women feel when facing down a to-do list.
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Chapter 5 : calendrierdelascience.com: The Writing Life
Procrastination, disorganization, and overwhelm--the top three reasons people don't get their writing done, submitted, or
published. Welcome to The Writers' Block, a custom-tailored inspirational community for writers.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! But here,
Jenna Blum rethinks her approach to self-distraction and shares seven creative ways writers can productively
procrastinate. By Jenna Blum Procrastination: With my latest novel, The Lost Family, when I caught myself
lamenting the familiar holding pattern of doing anything but writing, I thought: Why not schedule it and make
it work for me? Because sometimes it already does. You can do it in person: The infinite capillaries of online
research can be seductive. Just make sure you know when to stop: I stay in constant contact with my
characters by reading about their worlds and the books they themselves would have read. Do something
physical related to your novel. This process was not without dangers: Your book might not inspire culinary
detonations, but performing some physical task your characters do will ground you in their world. This helped
keep me within the auditory environment for my novel, and bonus, I got to relive the 80s George Michael, rad!
With The Lost Family, I spent several delightful days downloading and printing photos from , from the
famous New York City blackout to highballs and miniskirted supermodels, and taping them on my walls.
Surrounded by photos of cars, ads, food, people who resembled the characters, I had no trouble visualizing the
scenes. But what helped most, surprisingly, was the statement of intent. I hope these procrastactivities are
helpfulâ€”and that you find more ways that work for you. Make a list of activities that keep YOU tethered to
your creative world and put it where you can see it every dayâ€”like right in the center of your image board.
Jenna has taught novel workshops for 20 years at Grub Street Writers in Boston, where she earned her M. In
addition to interviewing Holocaust survivors for the Shoah Foundation, Jenna is a public speaker and avid
cook: Please visit Jenna on her website, www. Learn more and register. You might also like:
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Chapter 6 : how to overcome writers block and procrastination? | Yahoo Answers
Every writer has experienced it: a day when you've made the time to write but the words just aren't flowing. Whether
you've lost your writing rhythm or never found it, part of finishing a manuscript is to suffer through and keep pushing
ahead - with a "reminder to self" that it's OK for the draft to be terrible.

As they blurred and came back into focus, they looked different. A minute ago they flowed so smoothly, but
now they seem ugly and awkward. In fact, my writing was rarely good enough to leave the safety of a Word
document. Holding me back from creating the work I constantly daydreamed about, the work that was refined,
brilliant. The work that wasâ€¦. But perfectionism is common among creative minds, and it is possible for
artists to be perfectionists about just one thing â€” their art. It was the root of it. Here are a few questions to
help you gain insight, and some advice for how to move forward. What are my expectations? What are your
expectations about your career and writing ability, and are they reasonable? When I first started writing, I
knew I had a natural talent, and I also knew the kind of writing I thought was brilliant. Criticism of my writing
also hit me hard. When my guest post was rejected or never responded to, I immediately doubted my ability to
ever be successful. Are you expecting to never fail or experience setbacks? Am I holding back? How does it
feel when you sit down and start to write? Do you allow your thoughts to flow naturally, and then go back and
edit them, or are you trying to write perfectly on the first run? I still catch myself doing this, and my work
ends up sounding contrived and lacking authenticity. How am I treating myself? What would you say to a dear
friend who was struggling to write a novel and asked for encouragement? You should probably give up before
you embarrass yourself. This is the hallmark of my perfectionism: How can you be creative in this negative
mental environment? Self-abuse is a tough habit to break, but if you can catch yourself in the act of cruel and
judgmental self-talk , you can stop the negative feedback loop. Rephrase your self-talk to be more accepting
and compassionate. Even if you struggle with genuine self-love, just saying the kind words will help get you
in a better frame of mind. When you accept the natural imperfection of your work, you create the perfect
opportunity to learn and growâ€”and to serve the world the best way you know how. In what ways does
perfectionism hold you back? Share in the comments below.
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Chapter 7 : Freeing the Writer Within - calendrierdelascience.com
In academia, procrastination in scholarly writing can have career-ending consequences. In his book, Procrastination and
Blocking: A Novel, Practical Approach (), Dr. Robert Boice expanded on more than two decades of observing and
researching procrastination and writer's block in academic writers.

Here you will find concrete advice. You might think that you cannot force yourself to be creative, but this
belief appears to be a fallacy. One part of the group was forced to write daily at fixed times, while the other
part was allowed to write in their own time. Those subjects forced to write at fixed times where not only more
productive but also showed greater creativity. Get rid of distractions! Distraction is pure anathema to the
writing process. Unfortunately, distractions have never been as omnipresent as in the social media age. Free
yourself of social media on purpose! Turn off your mobile, close your inbox and temporarily block all social
media sites you are using. This will help you to maintain your concentration and eventually increase your
productivity. A prerequisite of successful writing is knowing about the generic conventions of the text you aim
to create. So it is wise to do some research on the type of text you want to create before you even begin to
write. This will not only increase your confidence but also improve your writing style. It is advisable to outline
your text carefully before you start writing. If you are facing an academic paper or thesis, you should begin by
developing a coherent structure. Then, think about the contents of the separate chapters and note them down.
Use this information to structure and formulate your text. Ask yourself what readers are going to expect from
your text. What are the most interesting insights you have to offer? What information is necessary to
comprehend those insights? The most central question is to be: What do you want to express? Start by
freestyle formulations, just like you would explain it to your best friend, and take care of the linguistic nuances
later. To reformulate a sentence five times just to end up with the first version is simply a waste of time. If you
get stuck at a certain point of your text, proceed to another. An academic paper is hardly ever written
chronologically from the introduction to the conclusion. At the end of the day, this will increase your writing
flow and save you time.
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Chapter 8 : How to Stop Procrastinating
Don't let writer's block discourage you. Even the best writersâ€”Maya Angelou, Ernest Hemingway, and Neil Gaiman, for
exampleâ€”have reportedly struggled with it. But it can be conquered.

So stop putting off your dreams and reward your future self, says Bec Evans. I made the usual excuse that it
was necessary groundwork for this blog post but. The instant hit of clickbait was preferable to knuckling down
and earning the satisfaction that comes from effort. We all procrastinate, often several times a day. Humans
are hard wired to seek pleasure and, in this age of distraction, getting side tracked is the norm. Dr Robert
Boice, author of Procrastination and Blocking: A Novel Approach , spent two decades delving into the minds
of writers to work out why they are so easily distracted. The people he studied wanted to write â€” for many it
was a requirement of their job â€” but they put it off because there was something easier or more pleasurable
to do. Procrastinators chose alternative activities. Boice found many writers get stuck in the middle, often
when things get tricky, and this blocks their progress. He explained that this was because of: Boice found that
both had an unrealistic belief that the work will get done â€” somehow. There was also a disproportionate
focus on the outcome, rather than the input required to make that dream come true. This caused increased
levels of anxiety. Thinking about writing a whole book is understandably scary, whereas writing one word,
one sentence, or one page is much less frightening. Finally, there was a tendency towards busyness and
rushing as writers tried to compensate for the delay in starting. There are simple tricks you can take to avoid
distraction and delay to make progress towards your creative dreams. There has to be a change in mindset so
your present self â€” the one that wants immediate satisfaction â€” acts in the interest of your future self â€”
the one who wants to complete a book. This means putting in place a system that rewards long-term activities
and punishes the short-term distractions. Scheduling Com mitting time to write is one of the best ways to
avoid procrastination. Take your diary, find time that you can use for writing and make an appointment so you
treat it like any other commitment. Start small â€” it could just be fifteen minutes a day â€” and build up from
there. Developing a daily practice will take the effort and willpower out of deciding when to write. Rather than
indulging yourself in a procrastination activity before you start, why not use it as a reward for when your
writing is completed? Environment design Keeping your desk free of temptation is a sure-fire way to avoid
getting distracted. Dieters have long been told to take candy from their cupboards and replace it with healthy
snacks. If reorganizing your writing space gives you an opportunity to procrastinate for days on end, go and
write somewhere else. Mental clutter If your problem is mental distraction you need to file away those
diverting thoughts. Channel those mindfulness masters and allow thoughts to pass through the mind without
disruption. Sit down and write anything, get all those fears out of your head and on to the page. Accountability
Setting up an accountability system will keep your writing on track. If you need external support go and find a
writing buddy , join a writing group , sign a writing contract , tell your friends and family, go public. Take
action against distraction Set yourself up for writing productivity by saying no to procrastination. What type of
procrastinator am I? Work out if you struggle to get started or get stuck in the middle. When is a good time to
write? Find a slot in your diary and schedule some time. What is my motivation treat? Think of something
small like a cup of coffee or five minutes of Facebook and reward yourself every time you complete a session.
How can I minimize distraction and interruption? Design your environment to remove procrastination triggers
by dealing with clutter or finding a more zen-like environment to write in. Is anxiety preventing me from
working on my creative project? Try free writing and liberate yourself. Who or what will hold me to account?
Work out if you need external support or an internal boost and set up a system to keep you on track. This post
first appeared on the Prolifiko blog.
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Chapter 9 : Underlying emotions under writers block - Anxiety Control Center
Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within, by Natalie Goldberg. An easy-to-digest, free-spirited manual, Writing
Down the Bones is a personal reflection on writing as well as a how-to on becoming motivated and inspired.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Jennifer Haupt
July 20, The following article is the fifth in a five-part series by Jennifer Haupt. I have a confession:
Generally, this notebook is a place to free-write about different aspects of plot, character development and
structureâ€”off the sacred pages of your manuscript. I tend to take a long time to finish a novel. I spent eleven
years working on my debut novel, In the Shadow of 10, Hills, including numerous breaks from two weeks to
two years long. Here are six ways using a process journal can stave off writers block and keep your WIP
on-track: Keep track of the basics. While your protagonist, antagonist and supporting cast of characters will
grow over time, the basics of their personalities and personal growth should remain consistent. Writing these
and other qualities down for easy reference can be extremely helpful. Kick-start your writing session. I write
in my WIP process journal every morning, before I turn on my computer, even if only for five minutes. I track
character development, diagram the relationships between characters and the trajectory of plot lines, or gripe
about a character who is driving me crazy and figure out why. I always end my writing warm-up session with
a question: What is it I want to accomplish next? Brainstorm with your characters. So why not enlist one of
your characters to help out? Keep your WIP at your fingertips. Even though I sometimes jot down quick notes
on my phone or a napkin, I try to slip my process journal in my purse and take it with me wherever I go. This
helps to stave off the sometimes horrible feeling of waking up to an empty slate. Calm your mind Finally, a
big benefit of keeping a process journal is that writing by hand is good for the brain. According to Claudia
Aguirre, M. Additionally, magnetic resonance imaging of the brain has shown that writing by hand increases
neural activity in certain sections of the brain much like meditation. Write Smart, Write Happy: How to
Become a More Productive, Resilient, and Successful Writer You have everything you need as a writerâ€”it
lies within, in the form of consistency and self-confidence. Get a copy here. You might also like:
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